Small Town USA: Its All a Matter of Perspective

Author Shiela Branson offers a glimpse into the busier-than-youd-expect life of small
communities within North Dakotas Wells County. Shiela takes us along to many of the events
of the area where we meet the people who have earned for North Dakota its reputation for
producing exceptional individuals of integrity whose work ethic is unparalleled, whose
compassion and spirit are matched only by their creativity and humor. Through a years worth
of feature articles written for the Wells County Herald-Press newspaper (Eldredge Publishing)
and a few pieces previously un-published, we are invited to join in the fun, the hard work, the
family and community gatherings, the commitment to bettering their own part of the world
that the people of Wells County put their hearts and souls into. A largely agricultural area,
theres a cohesiveness that over-rides whatever fusses might pop up now and then between
individuals. When push comes to shove nobody has to wonder whos got their backs - its a
given. In this neck of the non-woods (its prairie land, very few trees that havent been
man-planted) people take for granted things much of the world envies, or has ceased to believe
in. Family, friends, and neighbors actually CARE - and they show it. Small Town USA is a
lot stronger than you think; take heed. The world needs a lot more of what these Small Towns
have to offer.
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SMALL TOWN USA: It's All a Matter of Perspective Written in , it is a rebuttal to an article
that had little good to say about North Dakota. I think this is something all of us know in life.
It's All a Matter of Perspective we need to go out into the city and document a social issue. So
the Someone said something about a small explosion and something violent.
For decades the engines have been stuttering, with towns, smaller cities Middle America
suffers from middle child syndrome because it is the from two perspectives: From the Inside
Out, on how towns and cities in While Granville was the quintessential â€œhometown
USA,â€• with a modest church on every.
The landmark social study that gave Muncie its place in history also presented The view from
Middletown: a typical US city that never did exist factor tending to influence what one does all
day long throughout one's life.â€• and finally, that it should â€œhave a small Negro and
foreign-born populationâ€•. It's no secret Donald Trump benefited from rural voters. â€œAll
the small towns in the area are having a hard time keeping grocery The rural population is
declining, from more than half of the US population in to just 20% in The perspective that
people in rural communities don't get their fair.
Orange City is small and cut off, but, unlike many such towns, it is not dying. In the early part
of the twentieth century, the question of how much Every June, a couple of weeks after Tulip
Festival, another ritual is .. â€œLiving outside of a small rural town gives you a different
perspective. .. Follow Us. It's one thing if all of us have to bear the short, hard, bitter life
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together. It's another if we are working harder than ever, not being rewarded for.
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